Please awaken me from this liberal nightmare

(Continued from page 5) in order to continually deliver his plat-er platform.

Gary Hart (a.k.a. Gary Hart-planet: age: unknown; marital fi-
dency: questionable) has solved this problem by going on the lect-
take circuit. This is where my daydream begins. It seems to me that if a candidate is pursuing such a strategy, anyone paying for any of his political campaign speaches is contributing to his campague. The absurd part of my dream is that I think I read in Friday's The Tech that the Lecture Se-
ries Committee has done exactly that.

In this (hopefully dreamed) ar-
ticle, I read some things that would be very disturbing if true. These involved the cost of this Gary Hart chat. This brave new experiment into campaigning first required an initial investment from LSC of $16,000 for the speech.

If this $16,000 was collected in ticket sales, then my only griev-
ance would be that this student organization was spending its money to organize a political fund rais-
er. However, this was sadly not the case. The adoring crowd, with their ironically amusing chant of "do it," paid a scant $3620 for the privilege of seeing the Gary Hart show. This is where my dream begins. It seems to me that if a candidate is pursuing such a strategy, anyone paying for any of his political campaign speakers is contributing to his campaign. The absurd part of my dream is that I think I read in Friday's The Tech that the Lecture Series Committee has done exactly that.

Unfortunately, most invited lec-
turers were not (or possibly still aren't) presidential candidates. Ev-
eyone who has attended an LSC lecture this term may now, by de-
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